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Introduction / Overview

• The goal of the optimisation working group: converging to a new CLIC detector 
concept for physics and detector studies

• starting from CLIC_ILD and CLIC_SiD concepts - based on what was learned 

during the CDR period


• A “moving target”: As the physics landscape evolves, the requirements for the 
detector may change: Important to have universally good performance, beyond 
focusing on individual “key” channels

• At the same time keep “real-world” constraints in mind
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➫ The “750 GeV Story” was particularly instructive in this regard!
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The Basics: Working Hypothesis

• Only one detector, no push-pull

➫Relaxes requirements on stray field and shielding:


➫ Yoke thickness can be reduced


• QD0 outside of the detector, L* of 6 m
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Overall mechanics / engineering concept exists, including opening / maintenance scenario

DRAFT

8 Magnet System

8.2 Yoke and Muon Detectors395

The iron return yoke is structured into three rings in the barrel region, plus the two endcaps, as shown396

in Figure 26. The outer radius of the yoke is reduced w.r.t. the CDR detector models, since the external397

constraints (stray magnetic field, shielding) are relaxed in a scenario with only one detector on the IP.398

The yoke endcaps are much thinner than in the CDR to allow for an L⇤ of 6 m.

Figure 26: The iron return yoke of CLICdet_2016.
399

In order to close the magnetic flux, a set of 4 concentric ring coils is foreseen, as shown schematically400

in Figure 4. An earlier version of ring coils had been presented in [26], where the feasibility was demon-401

strated by comparing with LHCb coils. The main design parameters of the new ring coils are given in402

Table 14. The effect of these ring coils on the magnetic field outside of the detector region is shown in403

Figure 27. The peak value of the field decreases outside of the detector region (z > 6 m) when ring coils404

are included, e.g. from about 0.5 T to 0.08 T at z = 6.5 m.405

Table 14: Main design parameters of the four ring coils (corresponding to one endcap). The dimensions
of the coils are shown in Figure 4.

Coil Nb. turns Copper mass (ton) Resistance (1e-3 ohm) Voltage drop (V) Power (kW)

RC1 4x12 5.6 2.7 16.5 101
RC2 3x20 13.3 6.4 39.1 240
RC3 4x24 46.7 22.4 137.6 844
RC4 4x18 45.8 22.0 135.1 829

In the design of the yoke, mechanical constraints impose steel plate thicknesses of at least 100 mm.406

This implies that, in a thinner yoke, the number of muon detection layers needs to be reduced with respect407

to the CDR. Fewer muon layers are not expected to hamper the performance of the muon identification408

at CLIC. This had already been anticipated in the note describing the design studies [27], which states409

that the "muon identification algorithm within PANDORAPFANEW leaves room for improvement". A410

muon system with 6 instead of 9 layers (as in the CDR) should therefore be sufficient, with an additional411

7th layer in the barrel as close as possible to the coil. Similarly, [27] states that the performance for412

Draft: 18.08.2016 – 17:41 28
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12 Summary and Outlook

Figure 31: Extraction tool for the support tube which is carrying the very forward elements including the
ECAL plug.

Figure 32: Backward move of the detector endcap.

Draft: 18.08.2016 – 17:41 35
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Where We Are: Overall Form-Factor

• Radius and B-Field can be balanced against each other in terms of tracking 
resolution


• In general:

• Larger radius beneficial for PFA performance

• Larger B field slightly beneficial for PFA performance


• Extended forward acceptance beneficial at high energy - VBF processes
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‣ A radius between SiD and ILD, the length of ILD

➫ inner ECAL radius: 1.5 m , Magnetic field: 4 T

➫ main tracker half length: 2.3 m
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‣ A radius between SiD and ILD, the length of ILD

➫ inner ECAL radius: 1.5 m , Magnetic field: 4 T

➫ main tracker half length: 2.3 m

work in progress: Free bore of the solenoid 3.4 m - depends on details of 
calorimeter implementation, see talks today
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A Region of Change: Calorimeters

• Thoroughly studied throughout the last two years, both ECAL and HCAL


• Considered performance metric: jet energy resolution

➫ Informed choice of ECAL technology & number of layers, HCAL material & depth

5J. S. Marshall ECAL Optimisation Studies

Number of ECAL Layers

11

5x5mm2 cells 15x15mm2 cells

• Examine jet energy vs. number of ECAL layers for the two transverse granularities. Note that 
resolutions are shown only for ScW ECAL models, for the sake of clarity. Differences between 
SiW and ScW results were small and consistent with previous findings.!

• Some variation of resolution with #layers seen for lowest energy jets (mostly due to energy 
resolution?), but distributions for high energy jets are surprisingly flat. For 100-250GeV jets, can 
reduce the number of layers from 30 to 20 without harm.

Example: 
ECAL layers
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And then:

Diphoton resonances 

CLIC Workshop 2016 a.david@cern.ch 

42 

>90% prompt-prompt, σm/m ~1% 

For mX = 750 GeV 
3.6σ � 2.0σ after LEE 
(3.9σ � 2.3σ for Γ = 6%) • Even though “the 750 GeV bump” is no more, it has reminded us of the case for good 

photon energy resolution


• Currently re-visiting the sampling frequency, sampling fraction and depth of the ECAL
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Calorimeters - Current Status

• HCAL baseline established: 


• Analog scintillator-tile calorimeter, Steel absorber 


• 60 layers, 7.5 λ to ensure satisfactory performance at highest jet energies


• ECAL: Recently changed to finer longitudinal sampling from 25 layers seen as 
sufficient from JER studies

➫Photon resolution goals suggest 

40 layers to comfortably achieve goals

➫More today!

6
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6 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

6.2 ECAL optimisation with emphasis on high energy photons291

Following the findings in the earlier round of studies, the ECAL performance in terms of energy resol-292

ution for high energy photons was questioned. At 3 TeV CLIC, such photons are very important in a293

number of physics scenarios, e.g. Higgs decays, possible new heavy resonances, mass of dark matter294

candidates. For a recent overview, see [19].295

In order to investigate the ECAL performance for different sampling layout options, a series of full296

simulation studies was performed [20]. The geometry was implemented and modified in DD4hep, and297

single photons simulated using DDSim. Dedicated calibration samples were produced for each geometry298

option, i.e. each detector model was fully calibrated independently. Events were reconstructed with299

PandoraPFA via DDMarlinPandora. Since leakage into the HCAL was observed for high energy photons,300

a simultaneous ECAL and HCAL calibration using high energy photons was performed.301

The resulting total energy resolution (from ECAL plus HCAL) as a function of photon energy is302

shown in Figure 19, for photons hitting the ECAL in the centre of the barrel (q=0, f=0). Different303

ECAL models were simulated. In a first step, a 30-layer ECAL with uniform layer thickness appears to304

give better resolution than the previous 30-layer ECAL assembled in two groups, with thinner layers first305

and thicker layers late (i.e. the CDR ECAL model). The detector model with uniform fine sampling and306

40 layers with 1.9 mm tungsten plates was found to perform best at the higher energies.307
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Figure 19: (FIXME - if this plot stays in the note, a cleaned-up version is needed) Resolution for high
energy photons of the total ECAL and HCAL energy, for different ECAL models with about
23 X0 depth.

As a conclusion, the basic ECAL structure of the CLIC detector remains: it is a silicon-tungsten308

sampling calorimeter with 5x5 mm2 silicon detector cells. For improved photon energy resolution, in309

Draft: 18.08.2016 – 17:41 20
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The Tracker: Convergence

• Silicon tracker, 300 µm thick sensors


• Barrel: 3 inner, 3 outer layers, ~ 1.2% X0 / layer incl. support & services


• Forward: 7 inner, 4 outer disks, ~ 1.4% X0 / layer incl. support & services

➫ Currently finalizing geometry, more today!

7
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5 Silicon Tracker

5 Silicon Tracker209

The tracking systems for the two CDR detector models were (a) a TPC for CLIC_ILD and (b) a full210

silicon tracker for CLIC_SiD. Occupancy studies using the CLIC 3 TeV beam conditions [6] [7] found211

about 30% occupancy in the TPC pads (without safety factors), caused mainly by the long readout time of212

the TPC and the fact that background hits are integrated over the full CLIC bunchtrain. It was concluded213

that the next CLIC detector model would have a full silicon tracker. It should be noted that, therefore,214

vertex and tracker are dealt with, in the reconstruction, as one tracking system.215

A conceptual design for supporting the vertex detector and beam vacuum tube inside a support cylinder216

had been proposed for the CDR detector models [14]. This support cylinder had a diameter just large217

enough to fit around the vacuum pipe. However, such a layout prevent the forward tracker disks to cover218

the smallest possible angles, thus penalising tracking in a region which is already suffering from the219

small
R

B dl. A support tube at a larger radius, as chosen for CLICdet_2016, helps avoiding this issue.220

The overall layout of the silicon tracker in CLICdet_2016 is shown in Figure 10. The tracking volume221

has a radius of 1.5 m and a half-length of 2.3 m. The main support tube has an inner/outer diameter222

of 1.15 and 1.20 m respectively, and is 4.5 m long. This support tube divides the tracker volume into223

the Inner Tracker and Outer Tracker regions [17]. The Inner Tracker contains three tracker barrel layers224

(ITB1-3) and, on each side of the barrel, seven inner tracker disks (ITD1-7). The Outer Tracker is built225

from three large barrel layers (OTB1-3) complemented on either side by four outer tracker disks (OTD1-226

4).227

When compared to CLIC_SiD, CLICdet_2016 has a much larger tracking system, extended in partic-228

ular in the forward region. This is naturally reflected in the number of expected hits as a function of polar229

angle q , as shown in Figure 11.230

Figure 10: Overall layout of the tracking system: the area in darker red illustrates the main support tube
for the inner tracking region, the vertex detector and the vacuum system. The central grey
area is the envelope for the air cooling of the vertex detector.

Engineering studies are under way to define, in a preliminary manner, the support structures, cooling231

systems etc. needed for the tracker barrel layers and disks. An estimate of the material budget needed in232

addition to the 300 µm thick silicon tracker sensors and their electronics is thus obtained. In addition to233

the cylindrical main support tube, two carbon fibre structures ("interlink structures") to mount the inner234

Draft: 18.08.2016 – 17:41 12
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The Vertex Detector: Stable

• Based on double-layers of Si pixel detectors, with 0.4% X0 expected per double layer

• 25 x 25 µm2 pixels for a spatial resolution of ~ 3 µm

• 3 double layers in barrel from 31 - 60 mm radius

• 3 forward disks per side, arranged in “spiral” form

8DRAFT

4 Vertex Detector

4 Vertex Detector165

The vertex detector in CLICdet_2016, similarly to the CDR detector models, consists of a cylindrical166

barrel detector closed off in forward direction by "disks". The layout is based on double layers, i.e. two167

sensitive layers fixed on one support structure, in both barrel and forward region. The barrel consists168

of three double layers. In the forward region, the three "disks" are split up in 8 segments which are169

arranged to create a "spiral". Such a spiral geometry is necessary to allow efficient air-flow cooling of170

the vertex detector [13]. An image of the vertex detector (produced from the simulation model) is shown171

in Figure 6.172

Figure 6: Schematic view of the CLIC vertex detector.

The material budget anticipated is 0.2% X0 per detection layer (0.4% X0 per double layer). The173

CLICdet_2016 vertex detector is built from 25 x 25 µm2 pixels. Using pulse height information on174

charge sharing, a single point resolution of 3 µm is aimed for.175

The inner radius of the innermost vertex barrel layer is 31 mm (limited by occupancy from incoherent176

pairs), and the overall length of the barrel vertex detector, built from staves, is 260 mm. Further details177

on the dimensions of the vertex detector barrel layers presently used in the simulation model are given178

in Table 2. The double layer structure is shown in Figure 7, in the two options presently available in the179

simulations.180

The engineering layout of the vertex barrel layers and forward region spirals is described in [14]. The181

eight petals of the spirals are flat trapezoids installed at 90� to the detector axis. The first petal is located182

at z = 160 mm from the interaction point, and the last petal is at z = 298.8 mm. The distance between183

the first and last sensitive layer is 136 mm, and the longitudinal distance between petals is 5.5 mm. In184

radial direction, the petals cover the range R = 33 mm to R = 102 mm (centre of the trapezoid base). The185

inner edge of the petals is 28 mm long, the outer edge measures 85 mm. These dimensions lead to an186

overlap of 2 mm from petal to petal. An overview of the vertex petal arrangement as implemented in the187

simulation is shown in Figure 8.188

In order to reach the very low material budget, each sensor layer is built from 50 µm thick sensors189

attached to 50 µm thick ASICs. The support for a double layer - placed in between the active layers -190

consists of two 30µm thick skins of carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer( CFRP), 2x20µm of epoxy adhesive191

and a 2.15 mm thick core of a closed-cell rigid foam (Rohacell 51 A). Components of the powering192

electronics (designed for power-pulsing [15]) make up the remainder of the material. For the vertex193

Draft: 18.08.2016 – 17:41 9
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The Session Today

• Updates from several fields of activity today - things continue to evolve


• Status of the simulation model


• ECAL layout


• Tracking


• Looking beyond CLIC: ILD optimisation studies
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